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Introduction

1Put the stickers in the correct place on the left. Trace the words. 
Say the words. 

Count and trace the number of things in each box.
Say what you can see.

Counting, Tracing, and Speaking

Matching, Sticking, Tracing, and 
Speaking

123

Hello!

teacher

friends
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Myself1

I am...

a boy a girl

mouth

eye eye

nose nosenoseear

ears

lion hippo owl elephant

eyes hair mouth

eye

eye

mouth

chin

mouthhair

hair hair hair

Are you a boy or a girl? Colour the correct picture.

What can you see? Look at the pictures. Point at and say the parts 
of your face. Which one is different? Circle it.

Put the stickers on the correct animals. Draw a line to match our 
parts of the face to the animals parts of the face. 

Matching, Sticking and Speaking

Identify Differences and Speaking

Colouring

b          p

e          a

h          a

p          f

j          g

n         mListen to your teacher. Point and repeat the words.
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I have...
Trace the words. Say the sentence. Trace the words and colour the picture.

Tracing and Speaking Tracing and Colouring 
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Tracing, Speaking, and Matching

Trace the words. Say the words. 
Circle the picture the matches the word. 

Look at the pictures. Point and say the parts of the face or body 
you can see. Which face or body part is different in each group? 
Circle it. 

Identify Differences and Speaking
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Counting, Writing, and Speaking
How many of these face or body parts do you have? 
Write the numbers in the boxes. 
Listen to your teacher say the sentences. Repeat them.

How many?

I have eyes

I have mouth

I have ears

I have fingers

I have feet

I have hands

I have toes

I have nose

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

d + ad = dad

m + ad = mad

s + ad = sad

c + an = can

f + an = fan

m + an = man

Listen to the teacher, point, and repeat the sounds and words. 
Trace the words.

Listen to the teacher, point, and repeat the sounds and words. 
Trace the words.

Speaking and Tracing
123 Phonics Time!
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b + at = bat

h + at = hat

m + at = mat

c + ap = cap

m + ap = map

t + ap = tap

Listen to the teacher, point and repeat the sounds and words. 
Trace the words.

Listen to the teacher, point and repeat the sounds and words. 
Trace the words.

Speaking and Tracing
Sticking, Tracing, and Colouring 
Story Time!

Who can you see in the pictures? Put the sticker on the missing half 
of the animals. Trace and colour the other half of the animals the 
same colours as the sticker.

Phonics Time!
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